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By
Antoinette Viola

The following work is presented in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the
Master of Fine Arts degree at Northern Illinois University. The work was produced
between October 2017 and March 2018. It was presented in an exhibition from April 10 to April
13, 2018 in Gallery 215, DeKalb, Illinois.
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This paper fulfills the requirements to fully document my one-person solo exhibition.
Fresh Out

Intentions:
Fresh Out explores the infinite and indefinable world of femininity. Portraits, still lifes,
and installation materials work together to investigate gender performance, power structures, and
pleasure paradoxes.
Within staged scenes of domestic arrangements and female bodies, a synchronicity
between disturbance and enchantment is created. I define pleasure paradoxes in accordance to
this synchronicity; an interest that both repulses, embarrasses, or disturbs you, while also excites
and intrigues. When I think of these guilty pleasures, I immediately think of gender. I explore
objectification, control, and sex positivity through my portraits of females; but there is a push
and pull between silliness and seriousness. By constructing objects and set-ups in a playful,
colorful, childlike manner, I drawn attention to how we are raised to be female; how that dictates
the ways we perceive and conduct our adult selves according to our gender.
In my images, I am exploring historical elements in femininity like art history, myth, and
familial traditions; while also exploring contemporary themes in popular culture, social media,
and activism. Within the frame, a discontinuity between comprehension and reaction is created.
Because of the seemingly playful but disrupting objects and poses, more and more layers of
understanding and language is created as individuals project their own experiences of femininity
into the composition.
The female models in my images confront the viewers with their gaze. Their poses mimic
advertisements, magazine spreads, and art historical paintings. I am critiquing the objectification
of women through the male gaze. My work is sexual, awkward, and playful; and to a viewer who
has no context of my intentions, it may look like I am objectifying these women. But the facts
are: I am a female photographer, who often is a model within the image, and by using females in
my life that I am very close with, I give my models complete control over how they (we) are

being presented to an audience. Because of the close nature I have with my models, they often
become directors and curators alongside me.
Exertion of control is also projected onto and through my still life images. I construct
scenes that reference my female upbringing. Toys, movies, and girlhood activities are a natural
and learned process. I use this imagery as a commentary and critique of gendered performance
and learned behaviors. In working with these nostalgic memories, I am further inspired by my
relationship with my two sisters; how even to this day, we enjoy doing everything together. Silly
activities like dressing up, crafting, decorating, and playing around have always been shared
interests; We have a carefree bond with one another, while also being bonded by our serious
support and infinite love for one another. The sisterhood within my images is intimate and
personal, while also projecting an admiration for sisterhood and womanhood on a universal,
sociologic, and societal level. How, through silliness we learn more about our constructed world
and where women have fit, and continue to fit, within it. The silliness allows for more
constructive dialogue pertaining to equal rights and opportunities for all.

Historical Influences:
Sandro Botticelli
His Italian Renaissance oil paintings depicting mythological and religious subjects are some of
my earliest memories of understanding painting as narrative. Using Botticelli as an inspiration
for compositional elements, I am interested in challenging the male gaze, while also paying
homage to woman as myth and goddess. I am using Botticelli as a reference to a time where
women’s place in the art world was to model, to be objectified by the artist and the audience. But
his dreamlike, graceful, poetic female characters are enamoring, dominant, and complex.
Yvonne Todd
Her portraits walk a fine line between beauty and disturbance. Inspired by soap opera heroines,
celebrities, religious cults, housewives, and more, her work is a critique on our oversaturated
culture of female archetypes.

Mickalene Thomas
Her portraits, both painting and photography, are energetic in color, pattern, and environment.
Staging African American women in midcentury environments that reference art historical,
classical genres, I am drawn to her collision of nostalgic eras.
LaToya Ruby Frazier
Using her family as a springboard to discuss larger societal issues, Frazier’s work is poetic,
intimate, and complex. I am drawn to the intimacy of photographer and models, and how the
artistic direction behind her work is shared amongst her circle of close-knit women.

Materials and Process:
The materials I use within my staged photographs are a combination of found, personal,
purchased, and crafted objects. Creating a language between these objects, I often repeat the
usage of props throughout images. Repeated objects include sea shells, aquarium rocks, found
rocks, house plants, fuzzy textiles, flowers, and fruit. These categories usually contain objects
that are natural and manmade/artificial, aiding in the discussion of sincerity within my
constructed world. These repeated objects symbolize and reinforce the femininity within the
imagery. Sea shells for example are a symbol of fertility, femininity, and mortality in historical
paintings. Houseplants, rocks, and floral arrangements are a commentary on interior décor,
typically a designated female household responsibility; as well as a commentary on curated
nature in a home for decorative purposes. Fruit is inserted into the imagery to hint at the
consumption of women; juicy cuties that are sweet and sticky, pomegranates with their ripe
seeds inside, candied maraschino cherries sitting in their vibrant fluids. These edibles, both
naturally and artificially sweetened offer a saccharine taste to my images. A sweetness that
lingers while also disturbs as you start to make connections between the female body and the
curated objects.
The models within these images are my sisters, cousins, and friends. These individuals
are my close-knit girl group. Because of our personal bond, the images start to take on a playful
performance. Comfortability is key. We discuss my objectives, start the photoshoot, and

sometimes all of us become the directors behind the images. The strength I find within these
women inspire me; the scenes and time spent together drives the process.
I photograph with a Nikon D810, full sensor digital single lens reflex. My lighting
techniques include natural light, strobes, gels, and black lights.

Philosophical and Aesthetic Concepts:
Fourth-wave Feminism
A resurgence of feminist interest in 2012 that is heavily associated with the use of social media.
Vast in ideology, this current feminist wave is seeking justice for all women, while opposing
sexual harassment and violence against women. The wave has taken on more specified
movements, like Me Too, Time’s Up, the ratification of the Equal Rights Amendment Act,
Women’s Marches, and the protection of Planned Parenthood. These current political and social
movements inspire my imagery. Another inspiration within my work is the usage, validation,
manipulation, and excessive exposure of female imagery through social media devices like
Facebook, Instagram, and Snapchat.
Midcentury Family Values
Drawing on the work of Stephanie Coontz1, I am interested in tradition as a mechanism for
reproducing patriarchy. My art disrupts the trap of tradition by drawing attention to nostalgia as a
foggy lens to view gender roles in our society. Stirred by the allusive nuclear family, my work is
accepting, rejecting, and altering traditional roles of women in the home and world of Art.
“Heterogender”
Nuances between gender and heteronormativity presented by Chrys Ingraham disrupts and
challenges any concept of “normal” or natural gender interests, roles, and overall identity.
Hetersexuality is completely naturally occurring, unquestionable, uninfluenced; while gender is a
socially constructed illusion. Gender’s construction, within my imagery, is defined and upheld
1

Coontz, Stephanie. The Way We Never Were: American Families and the Nostalgia Trap. Basic Books, 2016.

by tradition, religion, and myth (and “economic resources, cultural power, and social control” in
Ingraham’s words).2 Gender is a mask, a myth, and a facade; it is not our reality. It is socially
and culturally constructed. My environments, still lifes, and presentation of myself and the
women in my life in my imagery, creates discussions pertaining to heterogender norms. I am
exploring what is biological to female identity and what is learned. For example, my construction
of childlike still lifes that paradoxes the interest in overtly feminine things. These things are
dictated by what we are exposed to; female roles within our personal families, toys and objects
presented to us as children that teaches us how to be female, and home décor and design that is
traditionally placed upon women as one of the roles within a family unit.
Social Construction of Gender
A theory in feminism and sociology that deals with the behaviors, roles, and performance for a
person of a specific sex. Gender behavior influenced by biology versus learned social
conventions.3 My work becomes a commentary on the social construction of gender through my
ideas of “pleasure paradoxes”; I define these as guilty pleasures or interests that uphold gender
stereotypes or clichés, but that are also genuinely enjoyed by certain individuals. For example,
my artistic and personal interests in mermaids, glitter, and the color pink. These interests are
defined as feminine in our society, so by genuinely liking these clichés and presenting them in
my work, I start to walk a line between reinforcing these stereotypes while also drawing attention
to the systems that create and uphold these conventions.
Vaporwave
A 1980’s-1990’s nostalgic visual and musical trend. It is visually characterized by its sampling
of internet imagery, early web design, glitch art, Greco-Roman statues, and 3-D rendered objects.
While the music is moody and atmospheric, again borrowing musical samples from the 1980’s
and 1990’s. Reflecting, critiquing, and understanding my childhood through an adult lens is a
huge drive behind my work. I was born in 1990, so Vaporwave art and music is a personal
inspiration. I have returned to childhood interests of mine with a critical eye. I am decoding what

2
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Ingraham, Chrys. “Heterosexual Imaginary.” The Blackwell Encyclopedia of Sociology, 2007.
West, Candace, and Don H Zimmerman. “Doing Gender.” Gender & Society, vol 1, no. 2, 1987.

we are bombarded by as children. How adults simplify a dynamic world into right and wrong,
justice, and fairness, for children to understand the real world and navigate their behaviors to fit
accordingly. Our experiences as children affect our adult attitudes and projections of self. My
photography creates a fantastical world within a real, staged, contemporary world. Some of my
pieces, an example being Glitterbot (2018), are heavily photoshopped in their creation of
environment. In that piece in particular, I created vibrant pink perspective grids to create an
environment reminiscent of early web designs, and I am also incorporating glitching effects.
These effects lend themselves to discussions about technology, built environments, fantasy, and
childhood.
Sex-positivity
A social and philosophical movement that promotes sexual expression, with an emphasis on
healthy, safe, and consensual sex. My work touches base on female controlled consent through
imagery. My female models and my female, artistic, director self, have complete control over our
presentation of self, body, and sexuality. We are fierce in our facial expressions, confident, and
condemning of inappropriate gazes upon our exposed (but also censored) bodies. My work is
liberal in ideas of female roles, traditions, pleasure, body, and, in association with all of the
above, sex.
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L to R: Fresh Out, Siren, Butterface, Glottal Fry, Untitled Mermaid, Women Talk
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Installation shot: Cuties
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Installation shot: Pussy Cact
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Installation shot: Siren

Detail shot: Siren
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Installation shot: Teen Dream

Detail shot: Teen Dream
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L to R: Hard Place, Harmonia
Detail of sitting area
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Blue Velvet
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Installation shot: DNV, Glitterbot

